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Beyond the Computer
GABRIEL PICKARD

A spectre is haunting virtual worlds, the spectre of the digital computer...
A radical reflection of its basic paradigms is long overdue...
It is time we were left to our own devices, other devices....
The time has come for the Information Machine

echnological development is a question of power, of power over the virtual and actual
infrastructure of new media. The task is to reclaim and ensure accessibility. Equal and
easy access is a prerequisite for an enduring right to the freedom of information which
is the contribution that media can offer to social development. On the one hand accessibility
is about recreating the user interface and adapting it to human needs, and on the other about
simple and sustainable production of affordable mechanical infrastructure.
Computers are certainly useful, that is why they are used and produced. Nevertheless,
we should look more closely at the figure of the user and user interaction...
Generally, the computer movement is seen as split into two broad camps: developers
and users; developers are said to view the computer itself as the goal of their endeavors,
while users follow independent agendas, towards some ‘real’ goal. But, as the sphere of
information is autonomous and computers more ubiquitous, all activity utilising them also
becomes increasingly self-referential.
In the course of time, the role of the developer has undergone strong changes, the
main one being the introduction of the hardware/software paradigm, a differentiation which
was irrelevant before. Certainly, free programmability has always been the most important
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feature of the digital computer, but users do not change programmes distributed as software, so for them free programmability is a ‘lost feature’.
The hardware/software dualism is essentially a distributional business model, and not
a technical architecture, which arose from the need to share and distribute common algorithms. The power to freely programme was taken from the user and transferred to the
developer, effectively turning both hardware and software developers themselves into
users, as they were dependent on computers for their development process. The user
became an inescapable paradigm via this neat self-referential fit. At the level of interaction,
we are all users.
Chesher informs us about the invocational nature of the devices we know as digital
computers.1 He points out that the main paradigm of interaction for the user interface of
“invocational media” (computers) is “calling something up”.
The user interface not only includes the HCI (Human Computer Interface) but also
deeper invocational levels in both hardware and software, which present themselves
as interfaces to the developer-user. Thus, for instance, we could say that programming
languages are like ritual formulae to invoke certain algorithms.
Freely programmable machines supply an interface for algorithm transmission, to invocationally access the full spectrum of the machine’s capabilities. Programming then is the
task of most effectively representing an idea or model in interface dependant invocations.
All interaction with invocational media is similar, for example the point-and-click graphical user interface (GUI), where the correct button must be chosen to activate the desired
function. Between desire and outcome there exists a tension, a gap, which must be procedurally bridged by the user’s will. The quality of this gap is an indication of the individual
user’s computer literacy.
The dualism of developer/user is no longer sustainable, the whole computer movement has become a form of invocational user. We may discern three types of users:
hackers, power-users and DAUs (German: Dümmst Anzunehmender User) – the dumbest
possible user, the über dummy, who differ in terms of their ‘computer literacy’ and consequently the strength (effectiveness and precision) of will they are able to communicate in
order to ease the tension between desire and outcome. Dealing with an invocational
medium, the strength of will is dependant on the level of internalisation of computer
specific invocational formalisms.
Hackers are a hybrid between what was originally visualised as the role of the user and
the role of the developer, before the hardware/software paradigm. They are distinguished
by their high level of internalisation of, and empathy with, the architecture of their invocational medium. The communication of will takes place internally, between the hacker’s
desire and the mental imitation of the invocational architecture, the actual invocation at the
HCI becomes a peripheral act.
Power-users differ only in their level of internalisation and their concentration on an
application’s architecture, whereas DAUs (über dummies) have a very hard time interacting
with their medium. Communication of will remains nearly impossible for them, until they
internalise at least a narrow slice of invocational architecture and become gradually more
‘computer literate’.
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The invocational interface is inhuman and defined by invocational formalisms that
make it time consuming on all levels, for programming hackers as well as for DAUs (powerusers may still be best off, if their desire is limited to their application’s capabilities) because
of the amount of effort that must be invested in diagrammatically adjusting will communication to the invocational formalism. A more direct, non-invocational will communication is
necessary to ensure accessibility. Further, the problem of cultural power, often addressed
around the catchphrase ‘digital divide’, must be solved. It is evident and well known that
material access is connected to discrimination in terms of class and race, and education
for ‘computer-literacy’ is tied up with gender inequality.
We need other devices. And I do not mean some sort of Sony Home Entertainment or
next generation Microsoft Tablet-PC. Rather, we need technology with a human face, for a
free flow of information and without extensions such as ‘Digital Rights Management’ that are
dictated by the techno-powerful establishment. Of course, simply and autonomously produced technology has a hard time competing with capitalist-industrial hardware, but often
this hardware is by far over endowed with unnecessary capabilities.
In the social movement which established the ‘computer-age’, there has been a strong
tendency to adopt pre-existing paradigms and architectures without much fundamental reflection, which may have been caused by the rush of a race for development and growth
which threatened to overtake those who did not keep ‘innovating’, and promised to cover up
misconceptions by sheer miniaturisation, speed, growth in capacity and complexity. This tendency prevails among both academic/free-software and commercial/industrial developers.
The von Neumann Architecture (the basic paradigm for today’s computer hardware)
was a design for large institutional computers and describes a singularity: one central computer solving large mathematical problems. Certainly, this is not the task that computers
tend to serve today, so why did developers adhere to this paradigm? The answer may be
simplicity. Developing can be seen as the task of gradually simplifying aspects – effectively leaving complexity to the collective whole, which ends up as a mass of essentially simplified components.
Other devices should perform an equalisation of complexity and collectivisation of simplicity. One aspect that the von Neumann Architecture most gravely overlooks is multiplicity, revolving around a monolithic ‘Central Processing Unit’ which does not address interaction, the reason why contemporary computers added ‘interrupts’ for handling user interaction with the concept. Interaction (and not simply control) also between the device’s components may be achieved via a strategy of modularity, a structure of multiple nodes instead
of central processing.
The ‘beige box’ must be broken open and replaced by a network of interacting information processing components, the production of which should be simple enough to enable
independence from centralised development powers. Simplicity of production and affordability might make these other devices interesting for issues related to development (in a
socio-economic sense), to bridge the ‘digital divide’. Hopefully such an egalitarian design
approach would boost the development of ‘free hardware’. Nevertheless, until some new
methodology of production is found, creating hardware to compete with the industrial complex seems all but doomed as a lost proposition.
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Standardisation and compatibility have been a huge economic, technical and social
problem, a problem of power. Innovations have been thwarted, monopolies upheld and idiosyncrasies painstakingly maintained for the sake of compatibility. The reason for this lies in
the industry’s inability to cope with interaction. The first duty of any interactive node is to
ensure its own interactivity via a multiplicity of interfaces, so that in a sufficiently rich network, singular incompatibility should not pose a problem. In such a network, the gradual
introduction of new technological generations would be more easily possible.
Not only the ease of maintenance and production, but also of use, should characterise
these other devices. Will communication would take place via minor invocational interfaces
(such as buttons and switches on the devices), which should not feature a deep invocational
interval, a complexity between invocation and result, but rather follow a straightforward
form of interaction, leaving complex communication to the natural-language interface.
Natural communication via human speech has always seemed to be something of a
‘holy grail’ to computer scientists. The challenge here lies less in the recognition of words
via phonetic patterns (voice-recognition), rather it is in truly understanding the meaning of
these words. The spirit of this dream is captured in the famous ‘Turing-Test’ (in which a computer tries to imitate human communication, succeeding if a human is not able to discern
it from other humans).
Understanding is the ability to represent a statement internally by connecting it to other
representations (putting it into context); the level of understanding depends on the amount
and diversity (depth) of the representation by connection.
A human interface, one that understands human thought, is essentially flexible. An invocational interface passes through invocations of approximate result, whereas a flexible interface passes through statements of approximate meaning, not defining the result. To understand correctly, a flexible interface must draw on a rich internal representation, which
enables the statement to be represented in an environment meaning a correct result, from
which the understanding medium can deduce an outcome. Conventional invocational interfaces are indiscrete and not processual; with understanding media, the process of understanding may be indiscrete and constant, involving multiple interactions, but must lead to a
correct result, as meant by the communicative partner.
Meaning is always a process leading to an actuality, an approximate act (output),
which is determined by the user’s desire. So this process of ‘leading to’ should at best be
flexibly (and simply) (re)definable to grasp the individual user’s will.
Of course, such human interfaces may very well be built as programmes for conventional computers, for example in an OS (Operating System). Certainly not an OS in the common sense, offering a virtual-machine interface to overlying applications, rather without any
independent applications at all, file system structure, GUI or API (Advanced Programmers
Interface). Simplicity is not to be reached by hiding, but by making evident and shallowing
deeper layers of the architecture, in a sort of non-architecture. A unification of data formats
in vectorial data structures for flexible representation, without a differentiation between executable and data, application and document. What is commonly known in computer science
as ‘semantic networks’ is the key to such new forms of information representation.
Semantic networks consist of entities connected by links, the most common form
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being such that the directional links are labelled and entities named. But if we reduce the
concept of semantic networks, the most basic net would be one of abstract, unnamed entities and non-directional, unlabelled links (many different forms lie in between). Such a net
would not rely on the implicit meanings that words evoke in human viewers, instead leaving
the role of providing meaning to a given framework of meaning (Bedeutungsrahmen).
To speak in terms of an OS, supplying this Bedeutungsrahmen would mean outfitting
certain basic entities (e.g. for hardware access) with meaning via the OS’s functions. Or
rather, what may be roughly considered to be the OS’s functions, as executables and other
raw data would be flexibly integrated into the net as linkable objects. Managing a space for
memory-objects (such as entities, links or executable blocks), supplying these memoryobjects with a (sufficiently small) format which allows them to maintain reciprocal connections, and controlling hardware according to settings given by the network, whereby as much
as possible should be abstracted into a representation via the net, are among the basic
tasks of the OS. But the crucial task lies in offering different techniques for searching (datamining) and interfacing different network (and non-vectorial) data formats simultaneously.
Information is a realm of independent, abstract existence. One way of approaching the
nature of information is by constructing a dualism between physical and non-physical, actual and virtual existence. This method tends either to overestimate the process of abstraction, hence ignoring the independence of information, or to settle for a purely negative definition, without further description. Refusing to clearly discriminate actual and virtual, or to
accept abstraction as a hierarchical process, I choose to approach the nature of information by way of describing essential qualities as common characteristics of all information
and propose that:
Information is systems and identities. Both systems and identities are special forms of
discretion. All objects are discrete, they feature a distinction between in and out, inside
the object exists the object’s essence, outside are other essences. Identity is the point
of radical discretion, at which discretion offers discretion to itself, independent of any
content. Identities relate to another (so content is externalised), these relations take infinitely diverse forms (systematologies), for example the different forms of semantic net
mentioned above. (Next to these flexible forms, structural systematologies are also possible, through which identities do not relate to another individually but rather collectively.)
Systems are not necessary for an independent existence of information, instead they
are of importance to abstraction, distinguishing relations of one systematology from others
and letting identities relate to one another via multiple systems. A system is an information
parcel, a collective discretion and objectivisation for relation(s) of one systematology, which
presents itself via the physical world in data. The relationship between data and information
is hyperflexible, a system may present itself via infinitely multiple data while a datum may
be abstracted to infinitely diverse systems. Any definite virtual existence, any entity (identity or discrete object) may be incorporated into a system.
If we see clearly that information is independent, we then make a mistake if we reduce
the study of information solely to the process of communication. The cognitive and phenomenological implications of information are also of great importance. Nevertheless, communication has always been the most prominent occurrence of information, as it is evidently
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outside the root of discretion, the body. Communication is the transmission of virtuality in
general, information is only involved if the message has a statement, possibly next to affective elements or noise. This statement may pass through multiple interfaces and be presented in diverse media, an understanding medium (e.g. the receiver) will then represent it
by setting it into relation.
During the process of communication, as the statement passes interfaces, any non-identical entities (objects) are lost and must be re-approximated by the Bedeutungsrahmen of the
understanding medium. If the systematology in which the understood statement is represented differs from the systematology which it abstracted to in another understanding medium
(e.g. the sender), the systems may nevertheless be considered equivalent. Systematologies
are not absolutely definable, only in an endless circle of relation to another via equivalence.
If we view systematology independently of concrete systems, we can formulate an
explicit systematology in a system of another (implicit) systematology as a description of
its forms of relation. An explicit equivalence is then given between explicit systematologies
of the same (or explicitly equivalent) mother systems.
This theory of information is certainly not complete and still under development, more
could be said on supra and subsystems, interfaces etc. and there is still more to be discovered. Compared to Cybernetics related Systems Theory, it departs in a different direction from some basic common ground of abstraction and independence, as it does not reduce systems to algorithmic systematologies. It definitely differs from what is generally
called “Information Theory”.2
Towards the Information Machine
The legendary “Universal Turing Machine” (TM) is the theoretical concept for describing
computability and hence also the archetypal computer. It describes a basic machine, consisting of some form of storage tape and a mobile read/write head, which is able to execute any algorithm (which is why it is called universal). Any other implementation that may
be simulated on the basic TM is considered to be ‘Turing-equivalent’. Nevertheless, most
actual implementations of computers are not Turing-equivalent, as they depart from the concept by introducing Input/Output (I/O) mechanisms, asynchronous processes, which cannot
be simulated by a TM. Broadening the concept to describe the dynamic actual world as one
large computation not only makes false assumptions about the actual world, but also turns
computation into an indistinguishable, useless concept. As it is, algorithms are hard enough
to discern, because free equivalence lets virtually everything equivalate to a TM.
The concept of computation is in a crisis.3 The former ‘digital computers’ have already
become invocational media in actual use, and computation does not offer us a model for
describing or simulating intelligence. The crisis of computation is founded on the fact that
computers are seen as systems. Models and concepts for these machines are systematic
information, but not the material machines themselves.
Information Machine (IM) is a process. In thinking and during communication, information, in its static infinity, joins with the flowing realm of scarce materiality in processes. IM
is not a system, it claims neither inside nor outside and accepts an already given endless
realm, thus the process is one of discovery, one of representing always new facets of infor-
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mation. In a process to blur the demarcation between virtual and actual, constant development is necessary, which may only be approximately foretold, I can only give directions into
which IM might flow.
IM is collective intelligence. Intelligence as dealing with information, communicating
and manipulating data, understanding and reasoning, interacting and transacting. IM
collectivises as an open process of collaborative interfacing machine elements and human
individuals sharing information, accepting no outside and no individual computing unit. This
intelligence, discovering the infinite realm of information, free of value or property schemes,
proceeds across devices and individuals. As a process which is oriented at human accessibility, and which is more interested in a human-machine collaboration to form intelligence
than in modelling natural intelligence (e.g. modelling the brain), IM certainly differs from the
scientific efforts around ‘Artificial Intelligence’ (AI). Nevertheless, some disciplines of AI may
be very useful to the process of IM, for example in creating flexible, evolutionary changing
elements, and vice versa; IM would also be easy to integrate with autonomous units, offering them a rich field to interact with.
IM is other devices. Multiple elements interfacing to another take part in the
process. Of course, the device-concept proposed above is very congruent with these
techniques of IM, but virtual implementations, or implementations not based on mechanical devices are also possible. Effective techniques for setting into practice the information-theoretical model proposed above still need to be explored. Nevertheless I can
assume some aspects.
Elements may be of a fixed or variable number of systems, systematologies or entities,
feature explicit or implicit equivalence. Every element is in some way processual, be it in
storing and retrieving, calculating, generating or emitting signals, performing these processes should always be as systematic as possible, involve identities rather than objects, and be
directed at the interaction via interfaces to other elements. Elements may share given sets
of a (theoretical) aspect of information which are then specified in the protocol of the interface, and/or exchange these aspects via the messages which pass through. For example,
an interface could share a given set of basic entities and exchange systems of an array of
mother systematologies and explicit equivalents, including the possibility to send messages
to change the protocol. Generally, any configuration of aspects is possible for interfaces and
the elements themselves; however non-identical, virtual objects may only be shared and are
fixed, and at least one mother systematology is always implicit.
IM is a Transnet. At best, these interfacing devices would be equally distributed, connected by diverse long and short distance network-infrastructures. As interaction becomes
the basic paradigm for all elements of IM, the network becomes much more ubiquitous and
manifold. Free networks (such as ‘WiFi’, wireless networks) are an important field to develop towards IM. The use and architecture of the network would be radically different from
the Internet we know today. It is not as if one great space of shared data is established,
rather the realm of information is collectively explored and the participants cooperate as
intelligence. IM would have a more gradual scope of different interactions ranging from
ultra-local interaction, e.g. directly connected devices cooperating in presenting an understanding interface to one user, to local (short-distance connection) and distant (long-dis-
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tance and indirect connection) interactions. IM opens up new capabilities for networking and
interfacing, a new seamlessnes, as freely definable as the interfaces themselves.
IM is a process of will execution. The most important point of differentiation between
Information Machine and Artificial Intelligence is the emphasis on human will. It arises in (and
upholds) human individuality; it is procedural individuality. The virtual and actual objects
which establish the Bedeutungsrahmen and the basic systems and systematologies of IM’s
elements which propel the process of IM should be designed with the user’s will and desire
in mind. Not by presupposing them, but rather by enabling their flexible communication and
precise deduction. Algorithmical systems will still play an important role in this part of the
process as they lend themselves to the representation of will. Desire lies at the root of
meaning (starting with the monkey whose sense of meaning in relation to the bananas he
perceives is based on the hunger to have one).
Desire leads to an internal representation and virtualisation, deriving from the archaic
feelings attributed to perceptions. Because of this importance, the actual capabilities (for
output) of IM’s elements should be individually configurable and attempt to encompass a
large spectrum of acts leading to actualities desired by humans, which may exceed the
capabilities of contemporary computers, for example to address material desires via means
of production. This may lead to the interesting situation in which the expansion and
replenishment of the materiality of IM is produced by capabilities of connected elements,
forming a feedback circuit of sorts.
IM is other media. Are we entering post-human society? A society in which the predominant form is no longer artificial (i.e. produced by human skill), in which autonomous
abstractions play an important role. Nevertheless, this society might be all too human and
yet characterised by an ambivalent relation to humanity. Information technology is what our
society is being built of, IM may be a vision (utopian or not) leading to a radically information and human orientated technology. Let me highlight some paths, of significance on their
own accord, but which, if interconnected, may lead to Information Machine:

>>Free networks and free hardware design (especially for simplicity in production, distribution
and infrastructure).

>>Political efforts to ensure a social framework which allows for an effective use of independent information.

>>New OS and interface design, with a special focus on natural language, for access independent of ‘computer-literacy’.

>>Further development in new information theory and other (possibly new) alternative theories.
This is radical technology. Some may see it as more profitable to cooperate with the
computer establishment, others may have playfully fallen in love with the architectures and
paradigms (and computer games) of their well known computers, again others may not
think it worth the effort to radically rebuild virtual worlds, and would rather continue the
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struggle in their own specific fields. I encourage all to responsibly keep a critical eye open,
to reflect on, and to question well acquainted paradigms and everyday practices. Because
we are entering society with the machines, the so-called ‘content industry’ is hegemonialising society’s culture and governmental/military forces are taking over the cutting edge in
technological development.
Where do you want to go today?
NOTES
1.

In Chesher (2000) and Chesher (2002).

2.

See Shannon (1948).

3.

See Sloman (1996) for detailed discussion.
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